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IRS Income Tax Return Verification Launched on IDValidation Portal
“Historically, IRS Form 4506-T was only used in the finance sector. Our COO, Chuck Salvia, launched this
service to the background screening community to reveal hidden data and exact earning information by
accessing official IRS governmental records. This is far superior to any alternative methodologies,” says Paul
Campione, CID CEO.
Arcadia, CA – IDValidation (IDV) from Computer Information Development (CID) announces the IRS Income
Tax Return Verification (ITRV) service on their web based platform.
ITRV is a governmental service matching applicant personal identifiers direct to Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
records and is used to verify income, mitigate fraud, and strengthen due diligence processes. It’s used by
Lenders, HR Departments, Background Screening companies, Property Management, and other businesses
whenever income verification is needed or required.
CID’s IDValidation process is simple, fast, and efficient. The IDV platform generates Form 4506T which is then
ready for applicant signature. The signed form is returned electronically to IDV and submitted to the IRS.
Results are returned in two business days or less.
Personal and business income tax returns can be requested from the IRS, including:
Form 1040 and others (Forms: 1065, 1120 series) for current year and prior 3 years (4 year total).
Form W-2, 1099 and others (Forms: 1098 series and 5498 series) may be available for up to 10 years.
ITRV is the second service offering on the IDV platform. It joins Consent Based SSN Verification which protects
vital business interests by accessing the SSA Master File and Death Index to match Name, SSN, DOB, Gender,
and Death Indicator following the signed consent of the applicant/SSN holder. Like ITRV, CBSV is used for
many business purposes including, Loan Originations, Fraud Investigations, Collections, Employment (both preand post-hire), Applicants of all types (customers, members, patients, students, policyholders, etc.) and to meet
Compliance requirements.
Now businesses can obtain accurate income information with a much quicker turn-around time and mitigate
fraud direct from the IRS with ITRV from IDValidation.
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Chuck Salvia is VP at Computer Information Development LLC (CID) - a provider of fraud detection, prevention
and remediation services since 2001. He works with businesses in the battle against fraud risk and associated
losses through education and training.
CID provides Skip Tracing services to locate evasive debtors and/or collateral, is an SSA Agent with access to
the Master File through the Consent Based SSN Verification (CBSV) service and an Authorized Company in the
IRS 4506-T Income Tax Return Verification (ITRV) service.
Mr. Salvia is an active member of Credit Union Executives Society (CUES), ACA International, and National
Association of Professional Background Screeners (NAPBS) where he is co-chair of Government Identity
Verification Systems sub-committee and a member of the NAPBS Litigation Avoidance sub-committee.
Direct line: (956) 457-4116.

